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M IS FOR MUSIC
This year, music director Andrew Crust teams up with award-winning Canadian writer Shauna
Johanneson in “M is For Music.” This engaging and heart-tugging introduction to symphonic
music follows the story of Sarah T. Murdoch, a girl who is sure that M is for…Meh. There are
ZERO Jellyfish at the Civic Center and not a single dinosaur. Could music be its own adventure?
In this delightful introduction to the symphony, Sarah explores the big questions: What is music
for? Where does it come from? And is fancy-schmancy orchestra music really for everyone?
Repertoire selections to include:
Gioachino Rossini

William Tell Overture

Modest Mussorgsky

Night on Bald Mountain

Samuel Barber

Adagio for Strings

Georges Bizet

Carmen Suite No. 1 - Les Toreadors

Baby Shark
Leonard Bernstein/arr. Jack Mason West Side Story Selections
Camille Saint-Saens

Carnival of the Animals - Aquarium

Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov

The Tale of Tsar Saltan: Flight of the Bumblebee

John Williams

Star Wars: Suite for Orchestra-Main Title

MEET THE ARTISTS
Shauna Johannesen – Playwright and Author
Shauna Johannesen is an award-winning
writer, actor, and director. She holds a BA in
English andCommunications, and an MA in
English Language and Culture. She has lived in
Michigan, Massachusetts, Kenya, Honduras,
Amsterdam, and now Vancouver, Canada.
Shauna loves storytelling in all its forms and
has written a musical puppet film, a bilingual
Christmas play, several one-act comedies, and a delightful children’s story called The
Spectacular Sarah T. Murdoch which inspired this production.
As an actor, Shauna has worked on numerous projects including Grumpy Cat’s Worst Christmas
Ever, When Calls the Heart, and The Babysitters Club.
The oldest of six siblings, Shauna has had a lot of practice entertaining and being entertained
by kids. She now has two of her own and is married to a jazz musician with whom she often
collaborates.
See more at IMDB and https://www.shaunajohannesen.com/.
Mary Jane Pories – Actor
Mary Jane Pories has an undergraduate degree in Art and English
and worked as the Art Director/Graphic Designer for a small
magazine. After that, she went back to school for a Master of
Arts degree in teaching. Pories taught high school English
literature, grammar, creative writing and film for 6 years. Next,
she taught art and is proud she grew the program from one
semester of art to three full years. She added graphic design,
drawing, painting, art history, ceramics, and sculpture.
Pories been an adjunct instructor in Speech and Improvisational
Storytelling at Calvin University and Applied Improvisation and
Design Thinking for Kendall College of Art and Design and is currently a member of Grand Valley
Artists.
After leaving The Second City (Detroit) in 1999, Pories founded Fishladder Inc. bringing applied
improvisation into organizations to improve collaboration, communication, and innovation
through a more resilient approach to leadership.
Pories also sings, plays, paints, writes, reads, and performs whenever she can and loves hanging
out with people who do the same.

James Danderfer – Composer
James Danderfer is an award-winning saxophonist, clarinetist
and composer who has impressed audiences around the world
with his warm sound, melodic compositions and lyrical
improvising style. With educational credits including Interlochen
World Center For the Arts, Western Michigan University (B.Mus,
Jazz Performance), and McGill University (M.Mus, Jazz
Composition) James has performed and recorded with some of
the finest jazz musicians in North America including Steve
Nelson, Quincy Davis, John Stetch, Brad Turner, Joel Ross, Oliver
Gannon, and Don Thompson. Besides composing music for his
own large and small ensembles, James is also a LEO awardwinning composer for film and enjoys the collaborative nature
of this medium. Since 2014, James has had the pleasure of
working on many great films, primarily as composer but also as producer and story creator.
Beyond these artistic pursuits, James is also an active educator, teaching clarinet, saxophone,
and composition at The VSO School of Music, Capilano University and Vancouver Community
College. To hear James’ music visit www.jamesdanderfer.com

MEET THE CHARACTER
Sarah T. Murdoch feels like her everyday life is kind of…well…boring. So, she likes to imagine
herself in other fantastical lives. She takes adventures in her imagination.
Here is a little bit of Sarah’s Story:
The Spectacular Sarah T. Murdoch
My real life is boring I’m sorry to say,
I live at 360 Pine Crescent Way.
I walk to my school every day just past eight,
and every day I’m two minutes late.
I hand in my homework and sit in my seat,
I twiddle my thumbs and scuffle my feet,
and nothing, BUT NOTHING, happens all day,
so I stare out the window and hear myself say—
‘Sarah T. Murdoch, you’re strange and you’re small,
you’re loud and you’re messy—not special at all.
An out-of-place kid, in a dull boring place’
—my real life is something I’d like to erase.
But in my other life…
I’m Queen of a planet with seventeen rings,
I wear long flowing dresses and bright cape-like things,
I race over my world in a turbo space jet—
just me and my huge, scary, green-dragon pet.
I throw masquerade parties and galaxy balls,
midnight banquets in candle-decked halls,
where alien dancers delight and amaze
the throng of space guests who come party for days.
My castle is shrouded in lightning and thunder,
my subjects all cower in fear and in wonder,
‘cause stardust and moon-bells explode as I walk
—The SPECTACULAR Sarah T. Murdoch!

OPTIONAL ACTIVITES
Have you ever felt like your life was boring?
Have you ever imagined yourself to be something different than you are?
Do you like to take an adventure in your imagination?
ACTIVITY 1:
As a class, brainstorm “other lives” you can imagine. What if you were an astronaut? A giant
green monster who only ate cheese? A dinosaur ballerina? A singing spider? A furry puppet
who lives in a cave?
ACTIVITY 2:
Draw a picture of your other life. What are you doing? What are you wearing? How do you feel
when you imagine yourself “in your other life?” What do you hear? What do you smell? What
do you eat?
ACTIVITY 3:
Write a poem about your imaginary other life.
My real name is ______________________________
And I am _____________________ years old.
But sometimes I like to imagine that I have a
Secret imaginary life.
In my other life I am a __________________________.
I wear _______________________________________.
I spend my whole day ___________________________
_____________________________________________.
In my other life, I life in a ________________________
And eat ________________________________ all day.
I spend all my time with _________________________.
And I never ever have to _________________________.
•

Now give your poem a title like “The Spectacular Sarah T. Murdoch” but with your own
name. “The Amazing Ava!” “The Hilarious Jian!” “The Super-Sleepy Aisha.”

ACTIVITY 4:
Sarah T. Murdoch likes to spend time having adventures in her imagination. Music can also be
an adventure for your heart and your imagination and your body.
Spend some time listening to the following excerpts and talk about or draw about what it
makes you feel or what you imagine.
Gioachino Rossini - William Tell Overture
Modest Mussorgsky - Night on Bald Mountain
Samuel Barber - Adagio for Strings
Baby Shark
Now find some open space and listen again. How do these pieces make your body want to
move?
ACTIVITY 5:
Slides for the Show
Throughout M is for Music, Sarah consults a Magical Musical Book that teaches her about the
orchestra and about music. When she comes to a letter explaining a musical term or concept, a
slide appears on the screen/wall behind her.
We need YOU to create the artwork for our slides to be shown on the big screen during the
performance. We need slides for all the musical terms listed below. You may create as many
submissions as you would like. Once all submissions are received, we will select one for each
slide.
Submissions may be scanned and emailed to renee@limasymphony.com or mailed to the
symphony office at 1028 W. Market St., Lima, OH 45805. To be considered for selection
submissions must be received by Friday, November 5. Please include student’s name, age, and
school with the submission.
A is for Adagio
B is for Brass
C is for Composer
D is for Dance
E is for Emotion
M is for Music
O is for Opera
P is for Percussion
R is for Rhythm
S is for Strings
T is for Tempo
W is for Woodwinds

TO THE TEACHER
'I would teach children music, physics, and philosophy; but most importantly music, for the
patterns in music and all the arts are the keys to learning.' Plato
Welcome to the Lima Symphony Orchestra’s Young People’s Concert! Each year, more than
3,500 school children enjoy learning about and listening to symphonic music in the fall at live
performances by our full orchestra designed especially for young people.
Why does the Lima Symphony perform Young People’s Concerts? This is a question that we
must keep asking ourselves to stay relevant, entertaining, and educational. Music, and the arts
in general, often take a backseat to other school subjects that are also of great importance,
such as math and science. However, studies have shown time and time again that the arts and
music are vital to education, helping students make connections and develop deeper
understanding and appreciation of a variety of subjects.
Studies have shown music education to have a number of benefits including connections
between rhythm skills and reading comprehensioni, enhancement of fine motor skillsii,
improvement in other academic areas including mathiii, higher graduation ratesiv, lower
reported lifetime use of illicit substancesv, better self-disciplinevi, and better ability to exercise
acceptance and tolerancevii. But perhaps most importantly, especially in our current climate,
music can also be an escape from the uncertainty of the past year and an opportunity to
engage our senses in new and exciting ways!
We encourage you to share this Young People’s Concert and these accompanying materials
with your students. This year’s concert explores orchestra music through the eyes of the
character Sarah T. Murdoch, who is not sure that orchestra music is for her…or is it? W hope
that by listening to and exploring the orchestra, you will be inspired by the rich and varied field
that is classical music!

WHAT HAPPENS AT AN ORCHESTRA CONCERT?
The order below reflects what typically happens at a live orchestra concert.
1) The Orchestra “Warms Up”
Before the concert begins, you will typically see orchestra musicians walking on to the
stage with their instruments, taking their seat, and “warming up” by playing their
instruments. This is similar to how athletes “warm up” before games by stretching and
throwing or kicking a ball around.
2) The Concertmaster Arrives
The concertmaster refers to the first violin player. The concertmaster sits to the left side of
the conductor and has a very important job. He assists the conductor by helping with
important musical decisions. Sometimes, the concertmaster even leads the orchestra.
3) The Orchestra Tunes
After the concertmaster arrives, he or she signals to the oboe that it is time to tune. The
oboe plays a note (A) and everyone else in the orchestra plays the same note to match the
pitch and make sure their instruments are correctly tuned.
4) The Conductor Arrives
Once everyone is tuned up, the conductor walks out onto the stage and greets the
orchestra and audience.
5) The Conductor Leads the Orchestra
When the conductor raises his arms, it signals to the musicians that he is about to start.
Once he begins waving his baton, the musicians follow.
6) Applause and Bows
Once the music ends, the conductor will acknowledge the musicians during applause. The
conductor may specially point out musicians who play solo parts.
7) The Concert Ends
Once the concert is over, the conductor leaves the stage and the musicians begin putting
their instruments away.

WHAT SHOULD I LISTEN FOR?
This question all depends on what you want to get out of it. You can be an active listener, or a
passive one. Passive listening is something that you likely do all the time, like when you hear
music in the background or on the radio but are thinking about something else. Passive
listening is something that is enjoyable for people to do to help them relax, work, study, or
even feel specific emotions. Passively listening to music can also seed familiarity for a particular
style or musical genre and create positive associations.
Active listening is when you listen to something with purpose. When you participate in “active
listening” you can learn things about the music. When you are listening actively, you might be
singing along to the words, listening for structure, listening for what instruments are playing, or
any number of other musical details.
Music listening is a skill that can be developed over time. It is important to remember that
familiarity breeds appreciation, and the more times you listen to a piece, the more familiar you
will become with it. You will be able to hum the melody, anticipate different sections, and
appreciate the interesting ways that composers have used the variety of instruments at their
disposal. You may choose to listen to our concert as a pleasant diversion for your students or
you may use this concert and the accompanying materials as an educational opportunity to
explore something new. However you decide to listen to our concert, we hope that you enjoy
and check out some of the other exciting educational programs created by the Lima Symphony
such as Mornings with the Maestro, Symphony Storytimes, and our annual Family Concert!
Symphony Storytime

Mornings with the Maestro

Family Concert

REPERTOIRE AND COMPOSERS

Gioachino Rossini
William Tell Overture
Gioachino Rossini (1792-1868) was an Italian composer most famous for the 39 popular operas
that he wrote. Some of they may even ring a bell – especially if you are a fan of Looney Tunes. In
fact, Rossini was so good at writing operas that he retired while still in his 30’s wealthy and
revered – quite an unusual feat for a composer of any era! William Tell is one of the last operas
Rossini wrote before retirement. The exciting music from the overture has frequently been used in
film and television.

Modest Mussorgsky
Night on Bald Mountain
Modest Mussorgsky (1839-1881) was a Russian composer and part of a group of composers
known as “The Five.” “The Five” were all Russian composers who tried to create authentically
Russian-sounding classical music by exploring and experimenting with folk sources. Night on Bald
Mountain was inspired by old Russian legends about a Witches’ sabbath on Kupala Night (an old
Slavic holiday celebrating the shortest night of the year in June). A cartoon enactment of this work
is also famously depicted in the 1940 Walt Disney animated film Fantasia.

Samuel Barber
Adagio for Strings
Samuel Barber (1910-1981) was an American composer known for his modern lyrical and romantic
musical style. Adagio for Strings is one of his most recognizable works. The famous conductor
Arturo Toscanini called it “simplice e bella” (simple and beautiful). Though simple in its
presentation, the melody unfolds at a deliberate pace, leaving the listener to feel each moment of
tension and release in what becomes a cathartic and emotional experience. The piece has been
used popularly in film and television and at memorial services honoring presidents, monarchy,
cultural icons, and victims of tragedies.

Georges Bizet
Carmen Suite No. 1 – Les Toreadors
George Bizet (1838-1875) was a French composer best known for his operas. When he first
completed a draft for his opera Carmen, he was quite pleased, telling a friend, “I have written a
work that is all clarity and vivacity, full of colour and melody.” Carmen would become one of the
most popular operas of all time, capturing the imagination with its passionate melodies and
beautiful harmonies. For all its flair and color, the opera is actually an exotic romanticization of
Spain. Bizet never actually travel to Spain during his lifetime. Though Bizet had not traveled widely
outside of France, he did seek out Spanish melodies, folksongs, and rhythms to bring a measure of
authenticity to his composition.

Baby Shark
Baby Shark
What? Why is Baby Shark on this list? Oh….it is because you will hear the music during the show. It
is unclear who originally wrote Baby Shark. Baby Shark has actually been a nursery rhyme for a
long time. The Baby Shark that you will hear today became a global phenomenon after being
recorded by a 10-year-old Korean-American singer named Hope Segoine for the educational
company Pinkfong in 2015. Since that time, it has become the most-viewed video on YouTube
EVER, with over 9 billion (yes, BILLION) views.

Leonard Bernstein
West Side Story Selections
Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990) was an American composer, conductor, and educator. In addition
to composing many beautiful works for orchestra, film, and theater, he was the music director of
the New York Philharmonic, one of the world’s leading orchestras! West Side Story is set in New
York City and is a modern musical retelling of Shakespeare’s most famous love story, Romeo and
Juliet.

Camille Saint-Saens
Carnival of the Animals - Aquarium
Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1921) was a French composer, organist, and conductor. He was a
musical prodigy, making his musical debut at the age of 10! Carnival of the Animals is one of his
most famous works, and is a light-hearted musical suite with 14 movements, each depicting
different animals. In fact, it was so fun and silly that Saint-Saens forbade the work from being
publicly performed during his lifetime because he was worried that people wouldn’t take him
seriously. After he died the piece was published and turned out to be one of his most popular
works!

Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov
The Tale of Tsar Saltan: Flight of the Bumblebee
Nicolai Rimsky- Korsakov (1844-1908) was a Russian composer born to an aristocratic family.
Following his family’s wishes, he pursued a career in the military, which he eventually combined
with his passion for music, composition, and education. As a composer, he was known as part of
the “Mighty Five,” a group of Russian composers who tried to create authentically Russiansounding classical music by exploring and experimenting with folk sources. Flight of the
Bumblebee is from an opera called The Tale of Tsar Saltan, and is a virtuosic flurry of notes that
remains popular as a stand-along performance work.

John Williams
Star Wars
John Williams (b. 1932) is one of the most famous film composers alive today. He has written the
scores for such films and franchises such as Harry Potter, Star Wars, Jurassic Park, Jaws, Close
Encounters of the Third Kind, Indiana Jones, E.T., and Home Alone. His music is emotional,
boisterous, beautiful, and exciting and has defined the Hollywood blockbuster for the past fifty
years. John Williams is still alive and lives in California, where, at the age of 89, he still composes.

ABOUT THE LIMA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
The Lima Symphony Orchestra made its debut performance on May 23, 1954, in the Central High
School auditorium. Throughout its existence, the orchestra has grown from 50 volunteer
musicians to 75 paid musicians presenting a full series of five subscription concerts, a New Year’s
Eve concert, a candlelight concert held an area church, a family concert, and several popular
community and educational programs. During its history, the orchestra has had six
different music directors, including Lawrence Burkhalter, the orchestra’s first music
director, William Byrd, Henry Plokker, Joseph Firszt, Crafton Beck, and our current music director
Andrew Crust.
In addition to music directing the Lima Symphony Orchestra, Andrew Crust is the Associate
Conductor of the Vancouver Symphony in Canada and regularly has conducting engagements
that bring him all around the United States and Canada. He has won a number of awards and
grants throughout his career, including the Solti Foundation US Career Assistance Award, the
First Prize at the Accademia Chigiana, and the Ansbacher Fellowship. Previously, Crust served as
Assistant Conductor of the Memphis Symphony Orchestra from 2017-2019, and Assistant
Conductor of the National Youth Orchestra of the USA (NYO-USA) in the summers of 2017 and
2018. He has also served as Cover Conductor of the Kansas City Symphony, San Diego Symphony
and Nashville Symphony, Assistant/Cover Conductor of the Boulder Philharmonic and Assistant
Conductor of Opera McGill.
The musicians who play with the Lima Symphony Orchestra come from all over. Some of them
live in the area while many of them come from as far away as Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus,
Fort Wayne, and Ann Arbor! Many working musicians drive long distances to play concerts with
different groups because they love what they do so much!
The Lima Area Youth Orchestra, affiliated with the LSO and the Lima Noon Optimists, is a
symphony orchestra composed of middle and high school students from around the Lima area.
Its season runs roughly the length of the school year, and includes a Holiday and Spring Program
as well as a performance for area elementary school students. The Youth Orchestra is currently
under the direction of Sarah Waters.

THE ORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA SEATING PLAN

A modern symphony orchestra is made up of about 60-80 players. The instruments are grouped
in four different families: the strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion. The orchestra is led by
a conductor, who reads from a score and directs the musicians using a baton. For more
information about what a conductor does, check out this video:
Mornings with the Maestro Episode 2: What is a Conductor?

THE STRING FAMILY
The string family is made up of five different instruments: the violin, viola, cello, double bass, and
harp. These instruments are all similar because they are all made from wood and played by
bowing or plucking a string. The violins, viola, cello, and bass all have four strings and use a bow,
which is made out of wood and horsehair (yes, real horse hair!) The harp is quite large and has 47
strings and 7 pedals!

Violin

Viola
Cello
String Bass

Harp

THE WOODWIND FAMILY
The woodwind family includes instruments made out of both wood and metal. All the
instruments in this group look like long tubes that you blow air through. Some of the instruments
from this group, like the clarinet, oboe, and bassoon, use a reed which is a small piece of cane
(like wood). Have you ever held a piece of grass between your thumbs and tried to blow air
through it? A reed works the same way.

Piccolo

Flute

Clarinet

Bassoon

Oboe

THE BRASS FAMILY
The instruments in this family are made up of different kinds of metal. Each of these instruments
has a flared bell at the end and uses a mouthpiece that the players buzz their lips into. The
instruments of the brass section include trumpets, French horn, trombones, and tubas.

Trumpet
French Horn

Trombone

Tuba

THE PERCUSSION FAMILY
The percussion family is the biggest family, and includes many different kinds of instruments that
you can scrape, hit, and shake. Today you will be hearing pieces that use bass drums, bongos, and
marimbas.

Marimba

Bongos
Bass Drum
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